Abstract. The equations describing the density of ions which appear in the theory of electrolytes take the form ft = fxx + (fux)x > uxx = -/, in the one-dimensional case. In the paper the existence of solutions and their behaviour as time goes to infinity is discussed.
Consider an electrolyte consisting of identical ions which move under the influence of mutual interactions and which are contained in a subdomain Q of i3. The temporal development of the charge density f(t, x) and of the potential of electric field u(t,x) is described by the following system of equations (see [1] ):
For simplicity we put all physical constants equal to one. One usually assumes the boundary conditions
where u denotes the exterior normal of <9Q,
and the initial condition
Condition (3) implies that the total charge y = fn f of ions in Q remains unchanged for all t >0 .
The physicists claim that as time t goes to infinity, / and u go to the stationary states and , respectively. Moreover, fx has the Boltzmann form, = exp(-!<oo) with ux satisfying the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
and /nexp{-uj = y.
We will prove all these facts by elementary methods in the one-dimensional case when Eqs. (1) and (2) take the form ft = fxx + (/"A' (?)
To make our problem as simple as possible we take Q = (-1, 1) and assume that f0 in (5) is an even function. The invariance of Eqs. (7), (8) with respect to the transformation x -> -x allows us to infer that the solutions f, u also have this property and thus we can replace (-1, 1) by (0, 1) with boundary conditions
Note that using (8) and (9) we can replace ux(t, 1) appearing in (11) by -f0l f(t,y)dy. We assume that f0 is smooth, positive, and satisfies the compatibility condition fx{0) = 0, fx(l) -f0(l) f0'f0(s) ds = 0 necessary for the regularity of /, which is assumed to be a classical solution of (7)-(12). It is easy to verify that the function u^x) = -In /^(x) satisfies the equation u" = -exp(-w) with f0' exp(-u) = a , which finishes the proof.
